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Abstract
This article studies a confluence of a pair of regular singular points to an irregular
one in a generic family of time-dependent Hamiltonian systems in dimension 2.
This is a general setting for the understanding of the degeneration of the sixth
Painleve´ equation to the fifth one. The main result is a theorem of sectoral nor-
malization of the family to an integrable formal normal form, through which is
explained the relation between the local monodromy operators at the two regular
singularities and the non-linear Stokes phenomenon at the irregular singularity of
the limit system. The problem of analytic classification is also addressed.
Key words: Non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems · irregular singularity · non-
linear Stokes phenomenon · wild monodromy · confluence · local analytic classifi-
cation · Painleve´ equations.
1 Introduction
We consider a parametric family of non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems of the form
x(x− )dy1dx = ∂H∂y2 (y, x, )
x(x− )dy2dx = − ∂H∂y1 (y, x, ),
(y, x, ) ∈ (C2×C×C, 0), (1)
shortly written as
x(x− ) dydx = J t(DyH), J =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, (2)
with a singular Hamiltonian function H(y,x,)x(x−) , where H(y, x, ) is an analytic germ such
that H(y, 0, 0) has a non-degenerate critical point (Morse point) at y = 0:
DyH(0, 0, 0) = 0, detD
2
yH(0, 0, 0) 6= 0.
The last condition means that the y-linear terms of the right side of (2) are of the form
A(x, )y for A = JD2yH, where A(0, 0) ∼
(
λ(0)(0) 0
0 −λ(0)(0)
)
for some λ(0)(0) 6= 0.
For  6= 0 the system (1) has two regular singular points at x = 0 and x = . At each
one of them, the local information about the system is carried by a formal invariant and
a monodromy (holonomy) operator. On the other hand, for  = 0 the corresponding
information about the irregular singularity at x = 0 is carried by a formal invariant
and by a pair of non-linear operators. Our main goal is to explain the relation between
these two distinct phenomena, and to show how the Stokes operators are related to the
monodromy operators. The principal thesis is, that while the monodromy operators
diverge when → 0, they each accumulate to a 1-parameter family of “wild monodromy
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operators” which encode the Stokes phenomenon (Theorem 34). It is expected that this
“wild monodromy” should have Galoisian interpretation.
Along the way, we provide a formal normal form and a sectoral normalization theo-
rem for the family (Theorem 14), an analytic classification (Theorem 31), and a decom-
position of the monodromy operators (Theorem 32).
In Section 5, we illustrate all this on the example of traceless 2× 2 linear differential
systems
x(x− ) dydx = A(x, )y, A(x, ) ∈ sl2(C), detA(0, 0) 6= 0, (3)
for which our description follows from the more general work of Lambert and Rousseau
[LR12, HLR13]. Here the relation between the monodromy and the Stokes phenomenon
can be summarized as:
Theorem. When → 0 the elements of the monodromy group of the system (3) accu-
mulate to generators of the wild monodromy group of the limit system (that is the group
generated by the Stokes operators and the exponential torus).
The linear case can be kept in mind as a leading example of which the general
non-linear case is a close analogy.
An important example of a confluent family of systems (1), which in fact motivated
this study, is the degeneration of the sixth Painleve´ equation to the fifth one, presented
in Section 6. A more detailed treatment of this confluence will be the subject of an
upcoming article [Kli17].
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2 The foliation and its formal invariants
The family of systems (1) defines a family of singular foliations in the (y, x)-space, leaves
of which are the solutions. We associate to (1) a family of vector fields tangent to the
foliations
ZH,(y, x) = x(x− )∂x +XH,x,(y), (4)
where
XH,x,(y) =
∂H
∂y2
(y, x, )∂y1 − ∂H∂y1 (y, x, )∂y2 . (5)
The vector field ZH,0(y, x) has a saddle-node type singularity at (y, x) = 0, i.e. its
linearization matrix has one zero eigenvalue, corresponding to the x-direction. It follows
from the Implicit Function Theorem that, for small  6= 0, ZH, has two singular points
(y0(0, ), 0) and (y0(, ), ) bifurcating from (y0(0, 0), 0) = 0 and depending analytically
on . The aim of this paper is a study of their confluence when → 0.
The two singularities of ZH, have each a strong invariant manifold Y0 = {(y, x) :
x = 0}, resp. Y = {(y, x) : x = }. Away of these invariant manifolds the vector field
ZH, is transverse to the fibration with fibers Yc = {(y, x) : x = c}. The (y, x)-space is
endowed with a Poisson structure associated to the 2-form
ω = dy1 ∧ dy2, (6)
the restriction of which on each fiber Yc is symplectic. The vector field ZH, is trans-
versely Hamiltonian with respect to this fibration, the form ω, and the Hamiltonian
function H(y, x, ).
2
2.1 Fibered changes of coordinates
We consider the problem of analytic classification of families of systems (1), or orbital
analytic classification of vector fields (4), with respect to fiber-preserving (shortly fibered)
changes of coordinates
(y, x, ) = (Φ(u, x, ), x, ).
Such a change of coordinate transforms a system (2) to a system
x(x− )du
dx
= (DuΦ)
−1J t(DyH) ◦ Φ− x(x− )(DuΦ)−1 ∂Φ∂x
= (detDuΦ)
−1J t(Du(H ◦ Φ))− x(x− )(DuΦ)−1 ∂Φ∂x , (7)
using the identity
PJ
t
P = detP · J for any 2×2 matrix P . (8)
Definition 1. We call a fibered transformation Φ transversely symplectic if det(DuΦ) ≡
1, i.e. if it preserves the restriction of ω to each fiber Yx.
Definition 2. Two systems (1) with Hamiltonian functions H(y,x,)x(x−) and
H˜(u,x,)
x(x−) are
called analytically equivalent if there exists an analytic germ of a transversely symplectic
transformation y = Φ(u, x, ) that is analytic in (u, x, ) and transforms one system to
another: Φ∗ZH, = ZH˜,.
Lemma 3. If a transformation y = Φ(u, x, ) is transversely symplectic, then the trans-
formed system (7) is transversely Hamiltonian w.r.t. ω = du1 ∧ du2.
Proof. It is enough to show that the system dudx = (DuΦ)
−1 ∂Φ
∂x is transversely Hamilto-
nian, that is, denoting
(
f1
f2
)
:= (DuΦ)
−1 ∂Φ
∂x , to show that ∂u1f1 + ∂u2f2 = 0. Using
the identity (8), we can express f1 =
1
detDuΦ
t
(∂u2Φ)J∂xΦ, f2 = − 1detDuΦ
t
(∂u1Φ)J∂xΦ,
hence
∂u1f1 + ∂u2f2 =
1
detDuΦ
[ t
(∂u2Φ)J∂x∂u1Φ− t(∂u1Φ)J∂x∂u2Φ
]
= 1detDuΦ∂x
[ t
(∂u2Φ)J∂u1Φ
]
= 1detDuΦ∂x detDuΦ = 0.
2.2 The formal invariant χ(h, x, )
Theorem 4 (Siegel). Let H : (C2, 0)→ (C, 0) have a non-degenerate critical point at 0,
and let ω be a symplectic volume form. There exists an analytic system of coordinates
u = (u1, u2) in which
ω = du1 ∧ du2, and H = GH(u1u2).
The function GH is uniquely determined by the pair (H,ω) up to the involution
GH(u1u2) 7→ GH(−u1u2), (9)
induced by the symplectic change of variable J : (u1, u2) 7→ (u2,−u1). The pair (GH , ω)
is called the Birkhoff-Siegel normal form of the pair (H,ω). Moreover, if (H,ω) depend
analytically on a parameter, then so does GH and the change of coordinates.
Proof. While not explicitly stated, the existence part of the theorem is originally proved
by Siegel in [SM71, chap. 16 and 17]. See also [Vey77] and [FS94]. The uniqueness can
be seen by expressing GH(h) in terms of a period map over a vanishing cycle, see
Section 2.2.1 below.
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Remark 5. – The Theorem 4 provides the existence of an analytic transformation
of a Hamiltonian vector field y˙ = J
t
(DyH) in dimension 2 to its Birkhoff normal
form u˙ = J
t
(DuGH), with
GH(h) = λh+ . . . ,
where ±λ 6= 0 are the eigenvalues of the linear part JD2yH(0). The involution (9)
corresponds to the freedom of choice of the eigenvalue λ.
– The change of coordinates is far from unique. Indeed, the flow of any vector field
ξ = a(u1u2)
(
u1∂u1 − u2∂u2
)
preserves the normal form.
Let H = H(y, x, ) be our germ. By the implicit function theorem, for each small
(x, ), the function H(·, x, ) has an isolated non-degenerate critical point y0(x, ), de-
pending analytically on (x, ). Let y = Φ(u, x, ) be the transformation to the Birkhoff-
Siegel normal form for the function y 7→ H(y, x, ) and the form ω = dy1∧dy2, depending
analytically on (x, ), i.e.
H(·, x, ) ◦ Φ(u, x, ) = GH(u1u2, x, ), detDuΦ(u, x, ) ≡ 1.
By (7), it brings the system (1) to a prenormal form
x(x− )du
dx
= J
t
(DuGH) +O(x(x− ))
= χ(u1u2, x, )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
u+O(x(x− )), (10)
where
χ(h, x, ) = χ(0)(h, ) + xχ(1)(h, ) := ∂GH∂h (h, x, ) mod x(x− ), (11)
h = u1u2, or equivalently,
χ(h, x, ) =
{ 1

[
x∂GH∂h (h, , )− (x− )∂GH∂h (h, 0, )
]
,  6= 0,
∂GH
∂h (h, 0, 0) + x
∂2GH
∂h∂x (h, 0, 0),  = 0.
(12)
Definition 6. The function χ(h, x, ) is called a formal invariant of the system (1).
For  6= 0 the formal invariant χ is completely determined by the functions GH(·, 0, )
and GH(·, , ) , which are analytic invariants of the autonomous Hamiltonian systems
XH,0,, XH,, (5) on the strong invariant manifolds Y0,Y.
Corollary 7. The formal invariant χ(h, x, ) is well-defined up to the involution
J∗ : χ(h, x, ) 7→ −χ(−h, x, ), (13)
induced by the symplectic transformation u 7→ Ju. It is uniquely determined by the polar
part of the Hamiltonian H(y,x,)x(x−) , and it is invariant with respect to fibered transversely
symplectic changes of coordinates.
Let
λ(x, ) = χ(0, x, ).
Then ±λ(x, ) are the eigenvalues of the matrix A(x, ) = J tD2yH(0, x, ) modulo x(x−
), see Example 8, and the involution (13) corresponds to the freedom of choice of the
eigenvalue λ.
Example 8 (Traceless linear systems). A traceless linear system
x(x− )dy
dx
= A(x, )y, (14)
4
with trA(x, ) = 0 and A(0, 0) ∼
(
λ(0)(0) 0
0 −λ(0)(0)
)
for some λ(0)(0) 6= 0, is of the form
(2) for the quadratic form H(y, x, ) = 12
t
yJ
t
A(x, )y. Let ±λ˜(x, ) be the eigenvalues of
A(x, ), and let C(x, ) be a corresponding matrix of eigenvectors of A(x, ), depending
analytically on (x, ) and normalized so that detC(x, ) = 1. The change of variable
y = C(x, )u, brings the system (14) to
x(x− )du
dx
= λ˜(x, )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
u+ x(x− )C−1 dC
dx
.
Denoting λ(x, ) :=
(
λ(0)()+xλ(1)()
)
= λ˜(x, ) mod x(x−), then we have χ(h, x, ) =
±λ(x, ).
2.2.1 Geometric interpretation of the invariant χ.
For each small (x, ), the function H(·, x, ) has an isolated non-degenerate critical point
y0(x, ), depending analytically on (x, ), with a critical value h0(x, ). For (x, ) fixed,
h ∈ (C, h0), consider the germ of the level set Sh(x, ) = {y ∈ (C2, y0(x, )) : H(y, x, ) =
h} ⊂ Yx. As a basic fact of the Picard–Lefschetz theory [AVG12], we know that if h
is a non-critical value for H(·, x, ), i.e. h 6= h0, then Sh(x, ) has the homotopy type
of a circle. Let γh(x, ) depending continuously on (x, ) be a loop generating the first
homology group of Sh(x, ), the so called vanishing cycle. And let µ be a 1-form such
that ω = dH∧µ; its restriction to a non-critical level Sh(x, ) is called the Gelfand-Leray
form of ω and is denoted
µ =
ω
dH
.
Its period function over the vanishing cycle
p(h, x, ) := 12pii
∫
γh(x,)
ω
dH
, (15)
is well-defined up to a sign change (orientation of γh), and depends analytically on (x, )
[AVG12, chap. 10]. Let GH(·, x, ) be the inverse of the function h 7→
∫ h
h0(x,)
p(s, x, ) ds.
Then (GH , ω) is the Birkhoff-Siegel normal form of (H,ω).
Indeed, the above formula for GH is invariant with respect to analytic transversely
symplectic changes of coordinates: Supposing that H = g(y1y2, x, ) is in its Birkhoff-
Siegel normal form, then the level sets are written as Sh = {y1 6= 0, y2 = g
◦(−1)(h,x,)
y1
},
and ωdH =
dy1
y1· ∂g∂(y1y2)◦g◦(−1)(h,x,)
, and therefore p(h) =
(
∂g
∂(y1y2)
)−1 ◦ g◦(−1)(h, x, ), i.e.
GH = g.
The above formula for the the Birkhoff-Siegel normal form and hence for the formal
invariant χ involves a double inversion which makes it difficult to calculate. The fol-
lowing proposition, which will be proved in Section 7.4, allows to determine it in some
special cases. This will be useful in the case of the fifth Painleve´ equation (Section 6).
Proposition 9 (Birkhoff-Siegel normal form of an autonomous Hamiltonian system).
Let H(y) be of the form
H(y) = G(h) + yi∆(yi, h), h = y1y2,
for some i ∈ {1, 2}, with G,∆ analytic germs, and
G(h) = λh+O(h2), λ 6= 0.
Then (G,ω) is the Birkhoff-Siegel normal form for the pair (H,ω), ω = dy1 ∧ dy2.
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Corollary 10 (Invariant χ for  = 0). For  = 0, suppose that
H(y, x, 0) = G(0)(h, 0) + xH(1)(y, 0) +O(x2), h = y1y2,
where G(0)(h, 0) = λ(0)(0)h+O(h2), λ(0)(0) 6= 0. Write
H(1)(y, 0) = G(1)(h, 0) + y1∆1(y1, h, 0) + y2∆2(y2, h, 0),
with ∆i(yi, h, 0) = O(yi). Then
χ(h, x, 0) = ∂∂h
(
G(0)(h, 0) + xG(1)(h, 0)
)
is the formal invariant of the vector field ZH,0 = x
2∂x +XH associated to H.
Proof. Consider a deformation
H(y, x, ) = G(0)(h, 0)+xG(1)(h, 0)+xy1∆1(y1, h, 0)+(x−)y2∆2(y2, h, 0)+O(x(x−)),
and calculate the Birkhoff-Siegel invariants for H(y, 0, ), H(y, , ), using Proposition 9.
2.3 Model system (formal normal form)
Definition 11 (Model family). Let χ(h, x, ) be the formal invariant of the system (1).
The model family (formal normal form) for the the system (1) is the family of systems
x(x− )du1dx = χ(u1u2, x, ) · u1
x(x− )du2dx = −χ(u1u2, x, ) · u2,
(16)
which is Hamiltonian with respect to the Hamiltonian function G(u1u2,x,)x(x−) ,
G(h, x, ) =
∫ h
0
χ(s, x, ) ds. (17)
The formal normal form of the family ZH, is the associated family of vector fields
ZG, = x(x− )∂x + χ(u1u2, x, )
(
u1∂u1 − u2∂u2
)
. (18)
The system (16) is integrable with the function h(u) = u1u2 being its first integral,
ZG, · h = 0. The general solutions of (16) are of the form
u1(x, ; c) = c1Eχ(c1c2, x, ),
u2(x, ; c) = c2Eχ(c1c2, x, )
−1,
c = (c1, c2) ∈ C2, (19)
where
Eχ(h, x, ) =
x
−χ(0)(h,) (x− )χ
(0)(h,)
 +χ
(1)(h,), for  6= 0,
e−
χ(0)(h,0)
x xχ
(1)(h,0), for  = 0.
(20)
3 Formal and sectoral normalization theorem
Throughout the text we will denote
Y = {|y| < δy}, U = {|u| < δu}, X = {|x| < δx}, E = {|| < δ}, (21)
for some δy, δu, δx, δ > 0, and implicitly suppose that δ << δx so that the singular
points x = 0,  are both well inside X.
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Definition 12 (Family of spiraling sectoral domains X±(),  ∈ E±). Let η > 0 be an
arbitrarily small constant, and let δx >> δ > 0 be radii of small discs at 0 in the x-and
-space. Let λ(x, ) = χ(0, x, ), and let
E± := {|| < δ, | arg
(± λ(0,0))| < pi − 2η}, (22)
be two sectors in the -space. For  ∈ E± define a domain
X±()
in the x-space as a simply connected ramified domain spanned by the complete real
trajectories of the vector fields
eiω± · x(x−)λ(x,) ∂x (23)
that never leave the disc of radius δx, where the phase ω± varies continuously in the
interval{
max{0, arg( ±λ(0,0) )} − pi2 + η < ω± < min{0, arg( ±λ(0,0) )}+ pi2 − η, for  6= 0,
|ω±| < pi2 − η, for  = 0.
(24)
The constraints (24) on the variation of ω± are such that the real dynamics of the vector
field (23) and the asymptotic behavior of the solutions (19) would not change drastically
depending on ω±. Namely, for  6= 0:
• The point x =  is repulsive when | arg λ(x,) − ω±| < pi2 and attractive when
| arg −λ(x,) − ω±| < pi2 , and vice-versa for the point x = 0.
• The u1-component of the solution (19) tends to 0 along a negative real trajectory
of (23) and to ∞ along a positive real trajectory for |ω±| < pi2 , and vice-versa for
the u2-component.
For  = 0, the domain X+(0) = X−(0) consists of a pair of overlapping sectoral domains
X
GG
(0),X GG(0) of opening 2pi − 2η with a common point at x = 0. See Figure 1.
Denoting x1,±() the attractive equilibrium point of (23) and x2,±() the repulsive
one,
x1,+() = x2,−() = 0, x1,−() = x2,+() = , (25)
then
ui(x, )→∞, uj(x, )→ 0, (j = 3−i), when x→ xi,±() along a real trajectory of (23).
Before giving a general theorem on sectoral normalization for the parametric family
(1), let us first state it for the limit system with  = 0 which has an irregular singularity
of Poincare´ rank 1 at x = 0.
Theorem 13 (Formal and sectoral normalization at  = 0). The system (1) with  = 0
can be brought to its formal normal form (16) through a formal transversely symplectic
change of coordinates
(y, x) = (Ψˆ(u, x, 0), x), Ψˆ(u, x, 0) =
∑
k≥0
ψ(k)(u)xk, (26)
where ψ(k)(u) are analytic in u on a fixed neighborhood U of 0. This formal series is
generally divergent, but it is Borel 1-summable, with a pair of Borel sums Ψ
GG
(u, x, 0)
and Ψ GG(u, x, 0) defined respectively above the sectors x ∈ XGG(0),X GG(0) of Definition 12
(for some 0 < η < pi2 arbitrarily small and some δx > 0 depending on η), and u ∈ U.
The fibered sectoral transformations (y, x) = (Ψ•(u, x, 0), • = GG, GG, are transversely
symplectic and bring the system (1) with  = 0 to its formal normal form.
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Figure 1: The domains X±() in dependence on  ∈ E±. (Picture with λ(0)(0) = 1.)
The Theorem 13 is originally due to Takano [Tak90] for systems (1) whose formal
invariant is of the form χ(h, x) = λ(0) +xχ(1)(h). In the case of the irregular singularity
of the fifth Painleve´ equation it was proved earlier by Takano [Tak83]. Some similar and
closely related theorems are due to Shimomura [Shi83], Yoshida [Yos84], and recently
by Bittmann [Bit16a, Bit16b], which apply to doubly resonant systems x2 dydx = F (y, x),
with DyF (0, 0) = λ
(0)(0)
(
1 −1
)
under a condition on positivity of tr ∂∂xDyF (0, 0). This
condition is not satisfied for Hamiltonian systems (1) but nevertheless allows to treat
Painleve´ equations.
Theorem 14 (Formal and sectoral normalization). Let ZH,(y, x) be a family of vector
fields (4) and let χ(h, x, ) be their formal invariant.
(i) There exists a formal transversely sympectic change of coordinates (y, x, ) = (Ψˆ(u, x, ), x, )
written as a formal power series
Ψˆ(u, x, ) = ψ(0)(u, ) + xψ(1)(u, ) + x(x− )
∑
k,l≥0
ψ˜(kl)(u)xkl, (27)
with ψ(0)(u, ), ψ(1)(u, ) analytic in (u, ), and ψ˜(kl)(u) analytic in u on a fixed neigh-
borhood U = {|u1|, |u2| < δu} of 0, which brings Z to its formal normal form (18). The
coefficients ψ˜(kl) grow at most factorially in k + l:
max
u∈U
‖ψ˜(kl)(u)‖ ≤ Lk+l(k + l)! for some L > 0.
(ii) There exists a transversely symplectic fibered change of coordinates (y, x, ) =
(Ψ±(u, x, ), x, ), with Ψ±(u, 0, ) = ψ(0)(u, ) (27), defined for x in the spiraling do-
main X±(),  ∈ E±, of Definition 12 (for some 0 < η < pi2 arbitrarily small and some
δx, δ > 0 depending on η), and for u ∈ U, which brings Z to its formal normal form
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(18). It is uniformly continuous on
XE± = {(x, ) | x ∈ X±()}
and analytic on its interior. When  tends radially to 0 with arg  = β, then Ψ±(u, x, )
converges to Ψ±(u, x, 0) uniformly on compact sets of the sub-domains lim →0
arg =β
X±() ⊆
X(0). Note that in our notation Ψ±(u, x, 0) consists of a pair of sectoral transformations
Ψ
GG
(u, x, 0) and Ψ GG(u, x, 0); it is a functional cochain using the terminology of [IY08].
(iii) Let Ψ˜(u, x, ) be an analytic extension of the function given by the convergent series
Ψ˜(u, x, ) =
∑
k,l≥0
ψ˜(kl)(u)
(k + l)!
xkl, ψ˜(kl) as in (27).
For each point (x, ), for which there is θ ∈ ]− pi2 , pi2 [ such that Sθ · (x, ) ⊆ XE±, with
Sθ ⊂ C denoting the circle through the points 0 and 1 with center on eiθR+, we can
express Ψ±(u, x, ) through the following Laplace transform of Ψ˜:
Ψ±(u, x, ) = ψ(0)(u, ) + xψ(1)(u, ) + x(x− )
∫ +∞eiθ
0
Ψ˜(u, sx, s) e−s ds. (28)
In particular, Ψ±(u, x, 0) is the pair of sectoral Borel sums Ψ
GG
(u, x, 0), Ψ GG(u, x, 0) of
the formal series Ψˆ(u, x, 0).
As a consequence, Ψ± and Ψˆ satisfy the same (∂u, ∂x, ∂)-differential relations with
meromorphic coefficients.
The proof will be given in Section 7.
The transformations Ψ± and Ψˆ are unique up to left composition with an analytic
symmetry of the model system, see Corollary 27.
Corollary 15. The system (1) possesses:
(i) a formal first integral given by h ◦ Ψˆ◦(−1)(y, x, ), where Ψˆ as above and h(u) =
u1u2 is a first integral of the model system,
(ii) an actual first integral given by h ◦Ψ◦(−1)± (y, x, ) that is bounded and analytic on
the domain XE±.
Definition 16. The solution y = Ψ±(0, x, ) is called ramified center manifold. It is
the unique solution that is bounded on X±() (cf. [Kli16]).
Remark 17. In the variable x = z, the system (2) takes the form of a singularly
perturbed system
z(z − 1)dydz = J t(DyH)(y, z, ).
The domains z ∈ 1X±(),  ∈ E±, then correspond to the Stokes domains in the sense
of exact WKB analysis [KT05], where the Stokes curves would be the real separatrices
of the point z = ∞ of the vector field (23) ei(ω±+arg ) z(z−1)λ(0,0) ∂z with a fixed phase ω±
(24).
4 Stokes operators and accumulation of monodromy
We will define several operators acting as transversely symplectic fibered isotropies on
the three following foliations given by three different vector fields:
• Foliation in the (u, x)-space given by the model vector field ZG, (18).
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• Foliation in the (c, x)-space, c being the constant of initial condition in (19), given
by the rectified vector field Z0, = x(x− )∂x. Note that a fibered isotropy of Z0,
is necessarily independent of x; it acts on the c-space of initial conditions only.
• Foliation in the (y, x)-space given by the original vector field ZH, (4).
4.1 Symmetries of the model system: exponential torus
A vertical infinitesimal symplectic symmetry (shortly infinitesimal symmetry) of the
normal form vector field ZG, (18) is a germ of vector field ξ in the (u, x)-space that
preserves:
(i) the x-coordinate: Lξx = ξ · x = 0,
(ii) the symplectic form ω = du1 ∧ du2: Lξω = 0,
(iii) the vector field ZG,: LξZG, = [ξ, ZG,] = 0.
Lemma 18. A vector field ξ is an infinitesimal symmetry of ZG, if and only if ξ =
Xf,x, is a Hamiltonian vector field with respect to ω for a first integral f(u, x, ) of ZG,:
ZG, · f = 0.
Proof. The conditions (i) and (ii) say that ξ = a1(u, x, )∂u1 +a2(u, x, )∂u2 with
∂a1
∂u1
+
∂a2
∂u2
= 0, i.e. a1 =
∂f
∂u2
, a2 = − ∂f∂u1 for some f , and ξ =
∂f
∂u2
∂u1 − ∂f∂u1 ∂u2 = Xf .
The condition (iii) says that
0 = ZG, ·Duf −Xf,x, ·DuG = Du(ZG, · f).
Up to a translation f(u, x, ) 7→ f(u, x, ) − f(0, x, ) which does not affect Xf,x,, this
condition is equivalent to ZG, · f = 0.
The vector field ZG, has the following obvious first integrals (cf. (19)):
c1(u, x, ) = u1 · Eχ(h, x, )−1, c2(u, x, ) = u2 · Eχ(h, x, ), (29)
and
h(u) = u1u2 = c1c2,
where Eχ(h, x, ) is as in (20). Clearly, any function of c = (c1, c2) is again a first
integral, and since c defines local coordinates on the space of leaves (space of initial
conditions), the converse is also true. Note that the map c : u 7→ c(u, x, ) conjugates
the vector field ZG, to the “rectified” vector field Z0, = x(x− )∂x in the (c, x)-space:
ZG, = c
∗(x(x− )∂x).
It turns out that analytic first integrals are functions of h = c1c2 only.
Proposition 19. If f(u, x, ) is an analytic (resp. meromorphic) first integral of ZG,
on some neighborhood U × X × E of 0, then f = F (u1u2, ) with F analytic (resp.
meromorphic).
Proof of Proposition 19. On one hand, c1(u, x, ), c2(u, x, ) are local coordinate on the
space of leaves, hence any first integral is a function of them (depending on ). On
the other hand, any analytic germ f(u, x, ) is uniquely decomposed as f = f0(h, x, ) +
u1f1(u1, h, x, )+u2f2(u2, h, x, ), with fl analytic. Writing ui = ci(u, x, )·E−(−1)
i
χ (h, x, )
(20), we see that for f to be bounded when x → xi,±, we must have fi = 0, i = 1, 2.
Therefore f = f0 which must then be independent of x.
A meromorphic function is a quotient of analytic ones.
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Remark 20. The statement remains true also if restricted to  = 0, or a generic fixed
 (such that λ
(0)()
 /∈ Z).
Corollary 21. The Lie algebra of analytic infinitesimal symmetries of ZG, consists of
Hamiltonian vector fields
ξ = a(u1u2, )
(
u1∂u1 − u2∂u2
)
= a(h, )Xh, a(h, ) analytic, (30)
and is commutative. It is also called the infinitesimal torus.
The time-1 flow map of a vector field (30) is given by
u 7→ Ta(u) := Φ1aXh(u) =
(
ea(h,) 0
0 e−a(h,)
)
u. (31)
Definition 22. A (transversely symplectic fibered) isotropy of the model vector field
ZG, is a germ of symplectic transformation (u, x, ) 7→ (φ(u, x, ), x, ) analytic in u ∈ U,
such that φ∗ZG, = ZG,. An isotropy that is analytic in x on a full neighborhood X of
both singularities will be called a symmetry.
Definition 23 (Intersection sectors). For  ∈ E± r {0} define the left and right inter-
section sectors
X∩i,±() = {x ∈ X±() : xi,± + e2pii(x− xi,±) ∈ X±()}.
and for  = 0 let X∩i±(0) be their limits. They are the domains of self-intersection of
X±() attached to the points xi,±() (25).
Lemma 24. Let φi,±(u, x, ) be a sectoral isotropy of the normal form vector field ZG,,
analytic and bounded for x ∈ X∩i,±(), u ∈ U. Then
ci ◦ φi,± = ci · efi(h,ci,), and cj ◦ φi,± = cj · efj(h,) + gj(h, ci, ), (32)
for some analytic germs fi, fj , gj.
Proof. The isotropy φi,±(u, x, ) is analytic in u on some neighborhood of u = 0 and
bounded when x → xi,±. In particular, the restriction of c ◦ φi,± to any fiber {x =
cst 6= 0, } is analytic in u, and therefore, since c ◦φi,±(c, ) is independent of x, it is an
analytic function of c on some neighborhood of c = 0.
We have ck = ukEχ(h, x, )
(−1)k , k = 1, 2, with Eχ given by (20), and
lim
x→xi,±
x∈X±()
Eχ(h, x, )
(−1)i = 0.
Writing φi,± = (φ1,i,±, φ2,i,±), its k-th component is given by
φk,i,± =
(
ck ◦ φi,±
) · (E−(−1)k ◦ h ◦ φSi,±),
and we see that the expansion of ci ◦φi,± in powers of c can contain only terms cnii cnjj =
unii u
nj
j Eχ(h, x, )
(−1)i(ni−nj) with ni ≥ nj +1, while the expansion of cj ◦φi,± in powers
of c can contain only terms cnii c
nj
j = u
ni
i u
nj
j Eχ(h, x, )
(−1)i(ni−nj) with ni ≥ nj − 1.
Since φi,±must be invertible detDc(c ◦ φi,±)c=0 6= 0 from which it follows that c ◦ φi,±
is of the form (32).
Note that the hypersurface {ui = 0} = {ci = 0} consists of all leaves of ZG, that
are bounded when x→ xi,± inside X±(), and φi,± must preserve it.
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Proposition 25. An isotropy of the normal form vector field ZG, that is bounded and
analytic on U × X±() is a symmetry. It is given by a time-1 flow of some vector field
(30).
Proof. An isotropy φ(u, x, ) of the model system bounded and analytic on U× XE± is
in particular bounded and analytic on U × X∩i,±() for each  ∈ E±, and therefore by
Lemma 24, it is such that
c ◦ φ = t(c1ef1(h,), c2ef2(h,)), i.e. φ(u, x, ) = t(u1ef1(h,), u2ef2(h,))
for some analytic germs f1, f2. The transverse symplecticity condition is then rewritten
as
d
dh (h ◦ φ) = ddh
(
hef1(h,)+f2(h,)
)
= 1,
which implies that ef1(h,)+f2(h,) = 1, i.e. φ(u) =
(
ef1(h,) 0
0 e−f1(h,)
)
u.
Corollary 26. The Lie group of (transversely symplectic fibered) symmetries (31) of
ZG, is commutative and connected. It is called the exponential torus.
A characterization of the Lie group of symmetries of a general system (1) will be
given in Proposition 29.
Corollary 27. The normalizing transformations Ψˆ and Ψ± of Theorem 14 are unique
modulo composition with elements of the exponential torus (i.e. flow maps of infinites-
imal symmetries analytic in ). They are uniquely determined by the analytic germ
ψ(0)(u, ) = Ψ+(u, 0, ) = Ψ−(u, 0, ), cf. (27), (28).
4.2 Canonical general solutions
The model system has a canonical general solution u(x, ; c) (19), depending on an
“initial condition” parameter c ∈ C2, uniquely determined by a choice of a branch of
the function Eχ(h, x, ) (20). Correspondingly, y(x, ; c) = Ψ±(u(x, ; c), x, ) is a germ
of general solution of the original system on Y × X±(). In order for this solution to
have a continuous limit when  → 0, one has to split the domain X±() in two parts,
corresponding to the two parts of X±(0), by making a cut in between the singular
points x1,±, x2,± along a trajectory of (23) through the mid-point 2 (see Figure 2). Let
us denote X
GG
±() the upper and X
GG
±() the lower part (with respect to the oriented line
λ(0)(0)R) of the cut domain
X±() = X
GG
±() ∪ X GG±().
The two parts of X±() intersect in the left and right intersection sectors X∩i,±() (Def-
inition 23) attached to {x1,±, i = 1, 2, and for  6= 0 also in a central part along the
cut.
Now take two branches E
GG
χ(h, x, ) and E
GG
χ(h, x, ) of Eχ(h, x, ) on the two parts
of the domain, that agree on the right intersection sector X∩2,±, and have a limit when
→ 0. Correspondingly they determine a pair of general solutions of the model system
u•(x, ; c), • = GG, GG,
and a pair of canonical general solutions of the original system
y•±(x, ; c) := Ψ±(u
•(x, ; c), x, ), • = GG, GG. (33)
Since the transformation Ψ± is unique only modulo right composition with an expo-
nential torus action Ta(u, ) (31), which acts on u•(x, ; c) as
Ta(·, ) ◦ u•(x, ; c) = u•(x, ; ·) ◦ Ta(c, ),
the solutions y•± are determined only up to the same right action of Ta(c, ).
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4.3 Formal monodromy
The formal monodromy operators are induced by monodromy acting on the solutions
u•(x, ; c), • = GG, GG, of the model system. For  6= 0 the induced action of formal
monodromies along simple counterclockwise loops around each singular point xi,± = 0, 
on the 3 foliations is given by:
• Monodromy operators of the model system
Nxi,±(·, x, ) ◦ u(x, ; c) = u(e2pii(x− xi,±) + xi,±, ; c), (34)
acting on the foliation of the normal form vector field ZG, commutatively by
N0 : u 7→ exp
(− 2piiχ0(h,) ( 1 00 −1 ) ) · u = T− 2pii χx=0(u),
N : u 7→ exp
(
2pii[χ
0(h,)
 + χ
(1)(h, )]
(
1 0
0 −1
) ) · u = T 2pii
 χx=(u).
(35)
The total monodromy of the model system is given by
N = N0 ◦N = N ◦N0 : u 7→ exp
(
2piiχ(1)(u1u2, )
(
1 0
0 −1
) ) · u.
• Formal monodromy operators
Nxi,±(·, ) ◦ c(u, x, ) = c(·, x, ) ◦Ni,±(u, x, ),
acting on the space of initial conditions c commutatively by
N0 : c 7→ exp
(− 2piiχ0(h,) ( 1 00 −1 ) ) · c = T− 2pii χx=0(c),
N : c 7→ exp
(
2pii[χ
0(h,)
 + χ
(1)(h, )]
(
1 0
0 −1
) ) · c = T 2pii
 χx=(c),
(36)
and a formal total monodromy
N = N0 ◦N = N ◦N0 : c 7→ exp
(
2piiχ(1)(h, )
(
1 0
0 −1
) ) · c.
• Formal monodromy operators Ni,±(y, x, ) acting on the foliation of the original
vector field ZH,:
Ni,±(·, x, ) ◦Ψ±(u, x, ) = Ψ±(·, x, ) ◦Ni,±(u, x, ), (37)
and
N±(·, x, ) = N1,±(·, x, ) ◦N2,±(·, x, ) = N2,±(·, x, ) ◦N1,±(·, x, ).
The canonical solutions u
GG
±, u
GG
± of the model system on the domains X
GG
±, X
GG
±, are
defined such that they agree on the right intersection sector X∩2,±. Therefore on the left
intersection sector they are connected by the total formal monodromy operator
u
GG
±(x, ; c) = N (·, x, ) ◦ u GG±(x, ; c) = u GG±(x, ; ·) ◦N(c, ), x ∈ X∩1,±,
and by the formal monodromy Nxi,± on the central cut between the two domains for
 6= 0 (cf. Figure 2).
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4.4 Stokes operators and sectoral isotropies
Let y = Ψ±(u, x, ) be the normalizing transformation on X±(). We call Stokes opera-
tors the operators that change the determination of Ψ± over the left or right intersection
sectors. If x ∈ X∩i,±(), then for  6= 0 we denote
x¯ = e2pii(x− xi,±) + xi,±
the corresponding point in X±() on the other sheet, and extend this notation by limit
to  = 0. Namely,
if x ∈ X∩1,±() ⊂ X GG±(), then x¯ ∈ X
GG
±(),
if x ∈ X∩2,±() ⊂ X
GG
±(), then x¯ ∈ X GG±().
Then the Stokes operators are the operators
Ψ±(u, x, ) 7→ Ψ±(u, x¯, ), x ∈ X∩i,±(), (38)
which for  = 0 are the Stokes operators in the usual sense that send the Borel sum
of the formal x-series Ψˆ(u, x, 0) in one non-singular direction to the Borel sum in a
following non-singular direction.
To each of these Stokes operators we associate sectoral isotropies of the 3 foliations.
• Sectoral isotropies Si,±(u, x, ) of the normal form vector field ZG,:
Ψ±(·, x, ) ◦Si,±(u, x, ) = Ψ±(u, x¯, ), x ∈ X∩i,±(). (39)
The pair (S1,±,S2,±) is an analog of the Martinet-Ramis invariant of saddle-node
singularity [MR82, RT08].
• Sectoral isotropies S1,±(c, ) and S2,±(c, ) of the rectified vector field Z0, = x(x−
)∂x in the c-space:
u GG(x, ; ·) ◦ S1,±(c, ) = S1,±(·, x, ) ◦ u GG(x, ; c), x ∈ X∩1,±(),
u
GG
(x, ; ·) ◦ S2,±(c, ) = S2,±(·, x, ) ◦ uG
G
(x, ; c), x ∈ X∩2,±().
(40)
• Sectoral isotropies Si,±(y, x, ) of the original vector field ZH,:
Si,±(·, x, ) ◦Ψ±(u, x, ) = Ψ±(u, x¯, ), x ∈ X∩i,±(). (41)
Proposition 28 (Form of the Stokes isotropies). Let Si,±(c, ) =
t
(S1,i,±(c, ), S2,i,±(c, ))
be a Stokes sectoral isotropy (40). Then
• Si,i,±(c, ) = ci + c2i · σi,i,±(h, ci, ) for an analytic germ σi,i,±,
• Sj,i,±(c, ) = cj + σj,i,±(h, ci, ) for an analytic germ σj,i,±, j = 3− i,
subject to a condition detDc(Si,±) = 1.
The term σj,i,±(0, 0) is responsible for the ramification of the ramified center mani-
fold y = Ψ±(0, x, ) of the original vector field Z at the sector X∩i,±().
Proof. The isotropy Si,±(u, x, ) is analytic in u on some neighborhood of u = 0 and
bounded in x with limx→xi,± Si,±(u, x, ) = u. By Lemma 24,
ci ◦Si,± = ci · efi(h,ci,), and cj ◦Si,± = cj · efj(h,) + gj(h, ci, )
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Figure 2: Sectoral isotropies connecting the canonical general solutions y•± depending
on  ∈ E±.
where fi, fj , gj are some analytic functions of (h, ci, ).
Knowing that limx→xi,± h ◦Si,±(u, x, ) = h,
h ◦Si,± = h+ ci · (. . .),
where (. . .) is an analytic function of (h, ci, ), which implies that limx→xi,± E
−1
χ · (Eχ ◦
h ◦Si,±) = 1. Writing Si,± = (S1,i,±,S2,i,±), its k-th component is
Sk,i,± =
(
ck ◦Si,±
) · (E−(−1)k ◦ h ◦Si,±).
We conclude that fi = ci · (. . .) and fj = 0.
4.5 Symmetry group of the system
Proposition 29. The group of (analytic transversely symplectic fibered) symmetries of
a system (1) is either
1. isomorphic to the exponential torus: this happens if and only if the system is
analytically equivalent to the model (16), or
2. isomorphic to a finite cyclic group.
If the symmetry group is non-trivial, then the system has an analytic center manifold
(bounded analytic solution on a neighborhood of both singular points).
Proof. If Φ(y, x, ) is a symmetry of the system (1), then Φ(·, x, ) ◦ Ψ±(u, x, ) =
Ψ±(·, x, ) ◦ φ(u, ) for some germ
φ : u 7→
(
ea(h,)
e−a(h,)
)
,
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from the exponential torus, and the analyticity of Φ means that this φ must commute
with the Stokes operators Si,± (40) (note that φ acts the same way on c as on u). Using
their characterization in Proposition 28, this means that
σi1,±(h, c1) = eaσi1,±(h, eac1), σi2,±(h, c2) = e−aσi2,±(h, e−ac2), i = 1, 2.
This can be satisfied only if
• either σij,±(h, cj) = 0 for all i, j, i.e. if S1,± = id, S2,± = id and the system is
analytically equivalent to its formal normal form,
• or there is k ∈ N such that cjσij,±(h, cj) = 0 contains only powers of ckj for all i, j,
and eka = 1, i.e. a ∈ 2piik Z.
4.6 Analytic classification
Definition 30 (Analytic invariants). The collection (χ, {S1,+,S2,+,S1,−,S2,−}) is
called an analytic invariant of a system (1). Two analytic invariants (χ, {Si,±}),
(χ˜, {S˜i,±}) are equivalent if
• either χ = χ˜ and there is an element φ(u, ) of the exponential torus, analytic in
, such that: Si,± = φ ◦ S˜i,± ◦ φ◦(−1), i = 1, 2,
• or χ(h, x, ) = −χ˜(−h, x, ) and there is an element φ(u, ) of the exponential
torus, analytic in , such that: Si,± = Jφ ◦ S˜j,∓ ◦ (Jφ)◦(−1), i = 1, 2, j = 3− i,
where J : (u1, u2) 7→ (u2,−u1). Note that the definition of E±, X± and xi,±
depends on λ(x, ) = χ(0, x, ), therefore the relation λ˜ = −λ entails the renaming
E˜± = E∓, X˜•± = X
•
∓, x˜i,± = xj,∓.
By the construction, an analytic invariant of a system (1) is uniquely defined up to
the equivalence.
Theorem 31 (Analytic classification). Two systems (1) are analytically equivalent (in
the sense of Definition 2) if and only if their analytic invariants are equivalent.
Proof. If y = Φ(y˜, x, ) is an analytic transformation from one system to another, then
the sectoral normalizations y = Ψ±(u, x, ) and y˜ = Ψ˜±(u, x, ) = Φ ◦Ψ± provide the
same analytic invariant. Conversely, if the analytic invariants are equivalent, then up
to modifying one of the normalizing transformation, one can suppose that they are in
fact equal, in which case Φ± = Ψ˜± ◦Ψ◦(−1)± are analytic transformations between the
systems on E+ and E−. In fact Φ+ = Φ− is an analytic on the whole -neighborhood
E. Indeed, the composition Φ+ ◦ Φ◦−1− is a symmetry of the second system on the
intersection E+ ∩ E−, and as such it is determined by its value at x = 0; but since
Ψ˜+ x=0= Ψ˜− x=0= ψ˜(0)(u, ) and Ψ+ x=0= Ψ− x=0= ψ(0)(u, ) are analytic in 
(28), this means that Φ+ ◦ Φ◦−1− x=0= id and therefore Φ+ ◦ Φ◦−1− = id.
4.7 Decomposition of monodromy operators
For  6= 0, let x0 ∈ X±()r {0, } be a base-point, and let two counterclockwise simple
loops around the singular points xi,±, i = 1, 2, be as in Figure 3. Correspondingly,
we have two monodromy operators Mxi,± acting on the foliation by the solutions of
the original system (1) by analytic continuation along the loops. Since the monodromy
operators Mxi,± act on the foliation, they are independent of the choice of the two-
parameter general solution on which they act on the left (a different general solution is
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Figure 3: Simple loops along which the monodromy operators M0 and M are defined.
related to it by a change of the parameter, independent of x and acting on the right).
In particular
Mx1,+ = Mx2,− , Mx2,+ = Mx1,− .
Theorem 32. For  6= 0, the monodromy operators Mxi,± of the original foliation are
well defined on some open neighborhood of the ramified center manifold y = Ψ±(0, x, )
in Y × X±(). Their (left) action is given by
Mxi,± = Si,± ◦Ni,±, (42)
where Si,± are the Stokes operators (41) and Ni,± are the formal monodromy operators
(37). Hence
M0 = S1,+ ◦N1,+ = S2,− ◦N2,−,
M = S2,+ ◦N2,+ = S1,− ◦N1,−.
Their right action on analytic extension of the canonical general solutions y•± (33) to
the whole X±() is given by
Mxi,±(y
•
±(x, ; c), x, ) = y
•
±(x, ; ·) ◦M•i,±(c, ), • = GG, GG,
where
M
GG
1,± = N
◦(−1)
x2,± ◦ S1,± ◦N, M G
G
1,± = S1,± ◦Nx1,± ,
M
GG
2,± = S2,± ◦Nx2,± , M G
G
2,± = Nx2,± ◦ S2,±,
(43)
cf. Figure 2.
Proof of Theorem 32. The demonstration of the given formulas is straightforward, but
we include it here for the sake of completeness. Let x¯ := xi,± + e2pii(x− xi,±), then
Mxi,±(·, x, ) ◦ y±(x, ; c) = y±(x¯, ; c) = Ψ±(·, x¯, ) ◦ u(x¯, ; c)
=
(
Si,± ◦Ψ±
)
(·, x, ) ◦ u(x¯, ; c)
=
(
Si,± ◦Ψ± ◦Ni,±
)
(·, x, ) ◦ u(x, ; c)
=
(
Si,± ◦Ni,± ◦Ψ±
)
(·, x, ) ◦ u(x, ; c)
=
(
Si,± ◦Ni,± ◦ y±
)
(x, ; c),
using (41), (34), (37). Similarly, to calculate M
GG
1,± for example,
y
GG
±(x¯, ; c) = Ψ±(·, x¯, ) ◦ u
GG
(x¯, ; c)
= Ψ±(·, x¯, ) ◦ u GG(x¯, ; ·) ◦Nx2,±(c, )
= Ψ±(·, x¯, ) ◦ u GG(x, ; ·) ◦Nx1,± ◦Nx2,±(c, )
= Ψ±(·, x, ) ◦ u GG(x, ; ·) ◦ S1,± ◦Nx1,± ◦Nx2,±(c, )
= Ψ±(·, x, ) ◦ uG
G
(x, ; ·) ◦N◦(−1)x2,± ◦ S1,± ◦Nx1,± ◦Nx2,±(c, )
= y
GG
±(x, ; ·) ◦N◦(−1)x2,± ◦ S1,± ◦N(c, ),
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see Figure 2. The general solutions y
GG
±, y
GG
± are related by
y
GG
±(x, ; c) = y
GG
±(x, ; ·) ◦Nx2,±(c, ).
Note that in general, a composition of the two monodromies may not be defined if
the image of the first does not intersect the domain of definition the second.
4.8 Accumulation of monodromy
Definition 33 (Monodromy pseudogroup).
1. For  6= 0, the pseudogroup generated by the monodromy operators
〈M0(·, x, ), M(·, x, )〉
is called the (local) monodromy pseudogroup. The pseudogroup generated by the
corresponding action on the initial condition c
〈M•1,±(·, ), M•2,±(·, )〉
is its representation with respect to the general solution y•±(x, ; c).
2. For  = 0, the pseudogroup generated by the Stokes operators and by the elements
of the exponential torus (pushed-forward by the sectoral transformations Ψ•):
〈S1,±(·, x, 0), S2,±(·, x, 0), {T•a(·, x, 0)}a〉,
where T•a(·, x, 0) = Ψ•±(·, x, 0)∗Ta = Φ1(Ψ•±)∗(a(h)Xh), is called the (local) wild mon-
odromy pseudogroup. The pseudogroup generated by the corresponding action on
the initial condition c
〈S1,±(·, 0), S2,±(·, 0), {Ta(·)}a〉, (44)
is its representation with respect to the formal transseries solution yˆ(x, 0; c) =
Ψˆ(u(x, 0; c), x, 0).
Note that the pseudogroup (44) is independent of the freedom of choice of the sectoral
normalizations Ψ•± of Theorem 13.
One of the main goals of this paper is to understand the relation between the mon-
odromy pseudogroup for  6= 0 and the wild monodromy pseudogroup for  = 0.
Suppose that the formal invariant χ(h, x, ) is such that
χ(h, x, 0) = λ(0)(0) + xχ(1)(h, 0), (45)
and therefore
χ(h, x, ) = λ(0)(0) + ∂χ
(0)
∂ (h, 0) + xχ
(1)(h, 0) +O(x) +O(2).
Let {n}n∈±N be sequence in E± r {0} defined by
λ(0)(0)
n
= λ
(0)(0)
0
+ n, 0 ∈ E± r {0} (46)
along which the exponential factor e
2piiλ(0)
 in the formal monodromy (36) stays constant,
and denote
κ := e
2piiλ(0)
0 . (47)
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Then the formal monodromy operatorsN0(u, x, ),N(u, x, ), resp. N0(u, x, ), N(u, x, ),
converge along each such sequence to a symmetry of the model system (element of the
exponential torus)
N˜0(κ;u, x) := lim
n→±∞N0(u, x, n) : c 7→
(
κ−1e−2pii
∂χ(0)
∂
(h,0) 0
0 κe2pii
∂χ(0)
∂
(h,0)
)
c,
N˜(κ;u, x) := lim
n→±∞N(u, x, n) : c 7→
(
κe2pii[
∂χ(0)
∂
(h,0)+χ(1)(h,0)] 0
0 κ−1e−2pii[
∂χ(0)
∂
(h,0)+χ(1)(h,0)]
)
c,
(48)
κ ∈ C∗. This implies that also the monodromy operators M ·i,±(c, ), resp. Mxi,±(y, x, ),
converge along such sequences {n}n∈±N ⊂ E± r {0}. Denote
N˜•i,±(κ; y, x) := lim
n→±∞Ni,±(y, x, n), x ∈ X
•
±, • = GG, GG.
Theorem 34. Suppose that the formal invariant of the form (45). Then the monodromy
operators of the system (1) for  6= 0 accumulate along the sequences {n}n∈±N (46) to
a 1-parameter family of wild monodromy operators
M˜1,±(κ; y, x) := lim
n→±∞Mx1,±(y, x, n) = S1,±(·, x, 0) ◦ N˜
GG
x1,±(κ; y, x), x ∈ X∩1,±(0),
M˜2,±(κ; y, x) := lim
n→±∞Mx2,±(y, x, n) = S2,±(·, x, 0) ◦ N˜
GG
x2,±(κ; y, x), x ∈ X∩2,±(0).
In particular, if we replace κ by e−2pii
[
∂χ(0)
∂ (h,0)+δi,±(0)χ
(1)(h,0)
]
, δi,±() =
xi,±()
 , so that
N˜•xi,±(κ; y, x) becomes an identity, we obtain the Stokes operators
Si,±(y, x, 0) = M˜i,±(e
−2pii
[
∂χ(0)
∂ (h,0)+δi,±(0)χ
(1)(h,0)
]
; y, x). (49)
The vector field
y˙ = ±(−1)i(κ ∂∂κM˜i,±(κ; y, x)◦(−1)) ◦ M˜i,±(κ; y, x) (50)
equals to the push-forward Ψ•±(·, x, 0)∗
(
Xh
)
of the vector field Xh = u1∂u1 − u2∂u2 ,
where • = GGif i = 1 and • = GG if i = 2, which “generates” the commutative Lie algebra
of bounded infinitesimal symmetries on the sector X•(0).
Conclusion. The knowledge of the limits M˜i,±(κ; y, x), κ ∈ C∗, allows to recover the
infinitesimal symmetry Ψ•±(·, x, 0)∗
(
Xh
)
(50), and hence its Hamiltonian, the bounded
first integral Ψ•±(·, x, 0)∗(h) which vanishes at the singular points (y0(xi,±, ), xi,±),
and therefore, knowing the formal invariant χ, also the formal monodromy operators
N˜•x1,±(κ; y, x), and finally the Stokes isotropies Si,±(y, x, 0).
Remark 35. In the case when the assumption (45) is not met, one can nevertheless get
a similar “accumulation” result by replacing in (46) λ(0)(0) by χ(h, 0, 0) and defining
κ(h) = e
2piiχ(h,0,0)
0(h) (47).
5 Confluence in 2×2 traceless linear systems and their
differential Galois group
To illustrate the matter of the previous section, let us consider a confluence of two
regular singular points to a non-resonant irregular singular point in a family of linear
systems
x(x− )dy
dx
= A(x, )y, y ∈ C2, (51)
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where A is a 2×2 traceless complex matrix depending analytically on (x, ) ∈ (C×C, 0),
such that A(0, 0) 6= 0 has two distinct eigenvalues ±λ(0)(0).
The Theorem 14 in this case can be found in the thesis of Parise [Par01] and in
the work of Lambert and Rousseau [LR12] (see also [HLR13]). It provides us with a
canonical fundamental solution matrices
Y •±(x, ) = Ψ±(x, ) · U•±(x, ), • = GG, GG, (52)
where the transformation matrix Ψ±(x, ) is bounded on XE±, and
U•±(x, ) =
(
E•λ(x,) 0
0 E•λ(x,)
−1
)
, (53)
is a solution to the diagonal model system
x(x− )dy
dx
=
(
λ(x,)
−λ(x,)
)
y.
The solution basis Y •±(x, ) is also called a mixed basis: the first (resp. second) column
spans the subspace of solutions that asymptotically vanish when x → x1,±() (resp.
when x → x2,±()), and it is an eigensolution with respect to the corresponding mon-
odromy operator Mx1,± (resp. Mx2,±) associated to its eigenvalue e
±2piiλ(x1,±,) (resp.
e±2pii
λ(x2,±,)
 ). A general solution is a linear combination
y•±(x, ; c) = Y
•
±(x, ) · c, • = GG, GG.
Let K be the field of meromorphic functions of the variable x on a fixed small
neighborhood of 0, equipped with the differentiation ddx . For a fixed small , the local
differential Galois group (also called the Picard-Vessiot group) of the system (51) is the
group of K-automorphisms of the differential field K〈Y (·, )〉, generated by the compo-
nents of any fundamental matrix solution Y (x, ). The differential Galois group acts on
the foliation associated to the system by left multiplication. Fixing a fundamental so-
lution matrix Y = Y •±, then each automorphism is represented by a right multiplication
of Y •± by a constant invertible matrix, hence the differential Galois group is represented
by an (algebraic) subgroup of SL2(C) acting on the right.
It is well known [MR91, SP03] that the differential Galois group is the Zariski closure
of
 6= 0: the monodromy group generated by the two monodromy operators around the
singular points 0 and ,
 = 0: the wild monodromy group1 generated by the Stokes operators and the linear
exponential torus 2 which acts on the fundamental solutions Y •± as
T•a : Y
•
±(x, 0) 7→ Y •±(x, 0) · Ta, where Ta =
(
ea
e−a
)
, a ∈ C. (54)
The question is how are these two different descriptions related?
The monodromy matrices of Y
GG
± , Y
GG
± , around the points x1,±(), x2,±(),  ∈ E± r
{0}, are given respectively by
M
GG
1,± = N
(−1)
x2,± S1,±N, M
GG
2,± = S2,±Nx2,±
M GG1,± = S1,±Nx1,± , M G
G
2,± = Nx2,±S2,±,
1The name “wild monodromy”is borrowed from [MR91].
2For general linear systems one would need to add also the total formal monodromy N(0) =
T2piiλ(1)(0), which in our case already belongs to the exponential torus.
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where Si,± are of the form
S1,± =
(
1 0
s1,± 1
)
, S2,± =
(
1 s2,±
0 1
)
.
In particular M•1,± is lower-triangular and M
•
2,± is upper-triangular.
When  → 0 along a sequence3 1n = 10 + nλ(0) , n ∈ ±N, 0 ∈ E± r {0}, these
monodromy converge respectively to M˜•i,±(κ) = limn→±∞M
•
i,±(n) given by
M˜
GG
1,+(κ) = N˜(κ)
−1S1(0)N(0), M˜ GG1,+(κ) = S1(0)N˜0(κ),
M˜
GG
2,+(κ) = S2(0)N˜(κ), M˜
GG
2,+(κ) = N˜(κ)S2(0),
M˜
GG
1,−(κ) = N˜0(κ)
−1S1(0)N(0), M˜ GG1,−(κ) = S1(0)N˜(κ),
M˜
GG
2,−(κ) = S2(0)N˜0(κ), M˜
GG
2,−(κ) = N˜0(κ)S2(0),
with
N˜0(κ) =
(
κ−1
κ
)
T−2pii dλ(0)d (0)
, N˜(κ) =
(
κ
κ−1
)
T
2pii[ dλ
(0)
d (0)+λ
(1)(0)]
, N(0) = T2piiλ(1)(0).
We call them wild monodromy matrices. The family of them
{M˜•1,±(κ), M˜•2,±(κ) | κ ∈ C∗}
generates the same group, the representation of the wild monodromy group with respect
to the formal solution Yˆ (x, ), as does the collection of the Stokes matrices and the
linear exponential torus
{S1(0), S2(0)} ∪ {Ta | a ∈ C}.
Hence we have the following theorem, whose general idea was suggested by J.-P. Ramis
[Ram89]:
Theorem 36. When  → 0 the elements of the monodromy group of the system (51)
accumulate to generators of the wild monodromy group of the limit system.
6 Confluent degeneration of the sixth Painleve´ equa-
tion to the fifth
The sixth Painleve´ equation is
PV I : q
′′ =
1
2
(1
q
+
1
q − 1 +
1
q − t
)
(q′)2 −
(1
t
+
1
t− 1 +
1
q − t
)
q′
+
q(q − 1)(q − t)
2 t2(t− 1)2
[
(ϑ∞−1)2 − ϑ20
t
q2
+ ϑ21
(t− 1)
(q − 1)2 + (1−ϑ
2
t )
t(t− 1)
(q − t)2
]
,
where ϑ = (ϑ0, ϑt, ϑ1, ϑ∞) ∈ C4 are complex constants. It is a reduction to the q-variable
of a time dependent Hamiltonian system [Oka80]
dq
dt
=
∂HV I(q, p, t)
∂p
,
dp
dt
= −∂HV I(q, p, t)
∂q
, (55)
with a polynomial Hamiltonian function
HV I =
1
t(t−1)
[
q(q − 1)(q − t)p2 −
(
ϑ0(q − 1)(q − t) + ϑ1q(q − t) + (ϑt − 1)q(q − 1)
)
p
+
(ϑ0+ϑ1+ϑt−1)2−ϑ2∞
4 (q − t)
]
.
3The idea of taking limits of monodromy along such sequences can be found in the works of J.-
P. Ramis [Ram89] or A. Duval [Du98].
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It has three simple (regular) singular points on the Riemann sphere CP1 at t = 0, 1,∞.
The fifth Painleve´ equation PV
4
PV : q
′′ =
( 1
2q
+
1
q−1
)
(q′)2− 1
t˜
q′+
(q−1)2
2t˜2
(
(ϑ∞− 1)2q− ϑ
2
0
q
)
+ (1 + ϑ˜1)
q
t˜
− q(q+1)
2(q−1) ,
is obtained from PV I as a limit → 0 after the change of the independent variable
t = 1 + t˜, ϑt =
1

, ϑ1 = −1

+ ϑ˜1 + 1, (56)
which sends the three singularities to t˜ = − 1 , 0,∞. At the limit, the two simple singular
points − 1 and ∞ merge into a double (irregular) singularity at the infinity.
The change of variables (56), changes the function  ·HV I to
HV I, =
1
t˜(1+t˜)
[
q(q − 1)(q − 1− t˜)p2 −
(
ϑ0(q − 1)(q − 1− t˜) + ϑ˜1q(q − 1− t˜) + t˜q − t˜q
)
p
+
(ϑ0+ϑ˜1)
2−ϑ2∞
4 (q − 1− t˜)
]
,
and the Hamiltonian system to
dq
dt˜
=
∂HV I,(q, p, t˜)
∂p
,
dp
dt˜
= −∂HV I,(q, p, t˜)
∂q
,
whose limit  → 0 is a Hamiltonian system of PV . In the coordinate x = 1t˜ + , the
above system is written as
x(x− ) dq
dx
=
∂H(q, p, x, )
∂p
, x(x− )dp
dx
= −∂H(q, p, x, )
∂q
, (57)
with
H(q, p, x, ) = −(1 + t˜)HV I,(q, p, t˜)
= − (ϑ0+ϑ˜1)2−ϑ2∞4 ((x− )q − x) + xϑ0p+
(
1− − (x− )ϑ0 − x(ϑ0 + ϑ˜1)
)
qp
+ (2x− )(qp)2 + (x− )(θ0 + ϑ˜1)q2p− xqp2 − (x− )q3p2,
and Theorem 14 can be applied.
Theorem 37. The formal invariant χ of the system (57) is
χ(h, x, ) = 1− − (x− )ϑ0 − x(ϑ0 + ϑ˜1) + 2(2x− )h. (58)
Proof. Let
q˜ = q − xA, A = ϑ0
1+(1+ϑ0+ϑ˜1)
,
p˜ = p+ (x− )B, B = (ϑ0+ϑ˜1)2−ϑ2∞4(1+(1−ϑ0)) ,
and let
H˜(q˜, p˜, x, ) = H(q, p, x, )− (ϑ0+ϑ˜1)2+ϑ2∞4t x.
Then for  6= 0,
H˜(q˜, p˜, , ) =
(
1− (1 + ϑ0 + ϑ˜1)
)
q˜p˜+ (q˜ + A)2p˜2 − (q˜ + A)p˜2,
4The equation (6) is the fifth equation of Painleve´ with a parameter η1 = −1. A general form of
this equation would be obtained by a further change of variable t˜ 7→ −η1 t˜. The degenerate case P degV
with η1 = 0 which has only a regular singular point at ∞ is not considered here.
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hence by Proposition 9 the Birkhoff-Siegel invariant of H(q, p, , ) is
G(h, , ) =
(
1− (1 + ϑ0 + ϑ˜1)
)
h+ h2,
and
H˜(q˜, p˜, 0, ) =
(
1− (1− ϑ0)
)
q˜p˜− q˜2(p˜+ B)2 − (ϑ0 + ϑ˜1)q˜2(p˜+ B) + q˜3(p˜+ B)2,
hence by Proposition 9 the Birkhoff-Siegel invariant of H(q, p, 0, ) is
G(h, 0, ) =
(
1− (1− ϑ0)
)
h− h2,
i.e.
G(h, x, ) =
(
1− − (x− )ϑ0 − x(ϑ0 + ϑ˜1)
)
h+ (2x− )h2.
The Theorem 13 for the limit system  = 0 is in this case due to Takano [Tak83], see
also [Shi83, Yos85]. A separate paper [Kli17] will be devoted to a more detailed study
of the confluence PV I → PV and of the non-linear Stokes phenomenon in PV through
the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
7 Proof of Theorem 14 and of Proposition 9
The proof of Theorem 14 is loosely based on the ideas of Siegel’s proof of Theorem 4
[SM71, chap. 16 and 17]. We construct the normalizing transformation y = Φ±(u, x, )
in a couple of steps as a formal power series in the u-variable with coefficients depending
analytically on (x, ) ∈ XE±, and then show that the series is convergent. The main
tool to prove the convergence is the Lemma 38 below.
Let
φ±(u, x, ) =
∑
|m|≥2
φ±,m(x, )um, m = (m1,m2), um = um11 u
m2
2 , |m| = m1 +m2,
be a power series in the u-variable with coefficients bounded and analytic on (x, ) ∈
XE±. We will write
{φ±}m := φ±,m.
Denoting
‖φ±,m‖ := sup
(x,)∈XE±
|φ±,m(x, )|
the supremum norm over XE±, let
φ±(u) =
∑
|m|≥2
‖φ±,m‖um,
be a majorant power series to φ. We will write
φ±(u) ≺ ψ±(u) if ‖{φ±}m‖ ≤ ‖{ψ}m‖ for all m.
The following lemma is the essential technique in Siegel’s proof.
Lemma 38. Let φ =
t
(φ1, φ2) = O(u
2) be a formal power series in u, and let r =
t
(r1, r2) = O(u
2) be a convergent power series in u. If
φj(u) ≺ rj(u+ φ(u)), j = 1, 2,
where φ =
t
(φ1, φ2), then φ is convergent.
Proof. See [RR11, Theorem 2.2]. It can be also found implicitely in [MM80, p.520] and
[SM71, chap. 17].
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7.1 Step 1: Ramified straightening of center manifold and diag-
onalization of the linear part
Suppose that the system is in a pre-normal form,
x(x− )dy
dx
= J
t
DyF (y, x, ), J
t
DyF (y, x, ) = χ(y1y2, x, )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
y+O(x(x− )).
(59)
We will show that there exists a ramified transversely symplectic change of variable
y = T±(x, )w + φ±,0(x, ), detT±(0, ) = I, φ±,0(x, ) = O(x(x− )) (60)
bounded and analytic on the domain XE± of Definition 12, that brings the system to a
form
x(x− )dw
dx
= χ(w1w2, x, )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
w + x(x− )f±(w, x, ), (61)
with f±(w, x, ) = O(|w|2), ∂f1,±∂w1 +
∂f2,±
∂w2
= 0.
The solution w = 0 of the transformed system (61), corresponds to a bounded
ramified solution y = φ±,0(x, ) of the system (59). The paper [Kli16], see Theorem 39
below, shows that there is a unique such solution on the domain XE±; this it is the
“ramified center manifold” of the corresponding foliation.
The variable y˜ = y − φ±,0(x, ) then satisfies
x(x− )dy˜
dx
= J
t
DyF (y˜ + φ±,0, x, )− J tDyF (φ±,0, x, ),
whose linear part isA±(x, ) := J(D2yF )(φ±,0, x, ) = λ(x, )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
+x(x−)R(φ±,0, x, ).
The transformation matrix T± (60) must then satisfy
x(x− )dT±
dx
= A±T± − λT±
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
The existence of such a transformation T± bounded on XE± is known [LR12, HLR13]
when A± is analytic. In our case the matrix A± is ramified, but their proof works
anyway. We will obtain T± directly using Theorem 39.
Writing R =
(
rij
)
i,j
and
T± =
(
1 t1,±
t2,± 1
)(
eb1,± 0
0 eb2,±
)
,
then the terms ti,±, i = 1, 2, are solutions to Riccati equations
x(x− )dti,±dx = (−1)i−12λti,± + x(x− )
[
rij + (rii − rjj) · ti,± − rji ·
(
ti,±
)2]
, (62)
and the terms bi,± are solution to
dbi,±
dx =
(
rii + rijtj,±
)
, i.e.
bi,± =
∫ x
0
rii + rijtj,±dx.
Combining the equations (59) for φ±,0 and (62) for t±, in which rij = ri,j(φ±,0, x, ),
we get an analytic system for which the existence of a unique bounded solution on XE±
is assured by the following theorem.
Theorem 39 ([Kli16, Theorems 2 and 4]). Consider a system of the form
x(x− )dφ
dx
= Mφ+ f(φ, x, ), (φ, x, ) ∈ Cm × C× C. (63)
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with M an invertible m×m-matrix whose eigenvalues are all 5 on the line λ(0)R, and
f(φ, x, ) analytic germ such that Dφf(0, 0, 0) = 0, and f(0, x, ) = O(x(x− )).
(i) The system (63) possesses a unique solution in terms of a formal power series in
(x, ):
φˆ(x, ) =
+∞∑
k,j=0
φkjx
kj , φkj ∈ Cm. (64)
This series is divisible by x(x− ), and its coefficients satisfy ‖φkj‖ ≤ Lk+j(k + j)! for
some L > 0.
(ii) The system (63) possesses a unique bounded analytic solution φ±(x, ) on the do-
main X±(),  ∈ E± of Definition 12 (for some δx, δ > 0). It is uniformly continuous
on
XE± = {(x, ) | x ∈ X±()}
and analytic on the interior of XE±, and it vanishes (is uniformly O(x(x − ))) at the
singular points. When  tends radially to 0 with arg  = β, then φ(x, ) converges to
φ(x, 0) uniformly on compact sets of the sub-domains lim →0
arg =β
X±() ⊆ X±(0).
(iii) Let Φ(x, ) be analytic extension of the function given by the convergent series
Φ(x, ) =
∑
j,k
φkj
(k + j)!
xkj .
For each point (x, ), for which there is θ ∈ ]− pi2 , pi2 [ such that Sθ · (x, ) ⊆ XE±, with
Sθ ⊂ C denoting the circle through the points 0 and 1 with center on eiθR+, we can
express φ±(x, ) as the following Laplace transform of Φ:
φ±(x, ) =
∫ +∞eiθ
0
Φ(sx, s) e−s ds. (65)
In particular, φ+(x, 0) = φ−(x, 0) is the functional cochain consisting of the pair of
Borel sums of the formal series φˆ(x, 0) in directions on either side of λ(0)R.
Since the trace of the linear part of both systems (59) and (61) is null, then by the
Liouville–Ostrogradskii formula detT (x, ) is constant in x and equal to detT (0, ) =
1. Therefore the transformation (60) is transversely symplectic, and by Lemma 3 the
transformed system (61) is transversely Hamiltonian.
7.2 Step 2: Normalization
Suppose that the system is in the form (61). We will show that there exists a ramified
change of variable w = Φ±(v, x, ), Φ±(·, 0, ) = id, that will bring it to an integrable
form
x(x− )dv
dx
= α±(h, x, )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
v, h = v1v2, (66)
for some germ α±(h, x, ), with α±(0, x, ) = λ(x, ).
The transformation Φ± must satisfy
x(x− )∂xΦ± + α± ·(v1∂v1− v2∂v2) Φ± = χ ◦Φ± ·
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Φ± + x(x− )f± ◦Φ±. (67)
We are looking for Φ± written as
Φ±(v, x, ) = v + Ψ±,∆ + x(x− )Ψ±,?(v, x, ), Ψ±,∆ + Ψ±,? =: Ψ± (68)
5This assumption is inessential, it is added here just to simplify the statement. See [Kli16] for a
general version of the statement.
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where the power expansion of the j-th coordinate of Ψ±,∆ is equal to
Ψj,±,∆ =
∑
n≥1
{Ψj,±}(n,n)+ejhnvj , ej being the j-the elementary vector,
while the power expansion of the j-th coordinate of {Ψ±,?} does not contains any
power hnvj , n ≥ 0. In particular, (v1∂v1− v2∂v2) Ψ±,∆ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Ψ±,∆. Therefore (67)
becomes
∂xΨ±,∆ + ∂x
(
x(x− )Ψ±,?
)
+ λ
(
v1∂v1− v2∂v2−
(
1 0
0 −1
))
Ψ±,?
= −α∗± (v1∂v1− v2∂v2) Ψ±,? +
χ∗ ◦ Φ± − α∗±
x(x− )
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(v + Ψ±,∆) +G±,
(69)
where G± = (χ∗ ◦ Φ±)
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Ψ±,? + f ◦ Φ±, and χ∗ = χ− λ, α∗± = α± − λ.
Set
α±(h, x, ) =
∑
n≥0
{χ ◦ Φ±}(n,n)hn,
and denote
K± :=
χ∗ ◦ Φ± − χ∗ ◦ (v + Ψ±,∆)
x(x− ) ,
which is an analytic function of v + Ψ±,∆ and Ψ±,? with coefficients depending on x, .
Then {χ∗ ◦Φ±−α∗±}(n,n) = 0 for all n ≥ 0, and {χ∗ ◦Φ±−α∗±}n = x(x− ){K±}n for
all multi-indices n with n1 6= n2, since {α∗±}n = 0 = {χ∗ ◦ (v + Ψ±,∆)}n.
Expanding the j-th coordinate, j = 1, 2, of the equation (67) in powers of v we get:
• for m = (n, n) + ej :
∂x{Ψj,±}(n,n)+ej = {Gj,±}(n,n)+ej , (70)
• for a multi-index m with m1−m2 + (−1)j 6= 0:
∂x{x(x− )Ψj,±}m + (m1−m2 + (−1)j)λ{Ψj,±}m =
− (m1−m2){α∗± ·Ψj,±}m − (−1)j{K± · (vj + Ψj,±,∆)}m + {Gj,±}m.
(71)
The right sides of (71) and (70) are functions of {Ψ±}k = t({Ψ1,±}k, {Ψ2,±}k), with
k1 ≤ m1, k2 ≤ m2, |k| < |m| only, which means that the equations for {Ψj,±}m can be
solved recursively.
The equation (70) is solved by
{Ψj,±}(n,n)+ej (x, ) =
∫ x
0
{Gj,±}(n,n)+ejdx. (72)
The equation (71) has a unique bounded solution {Ψj,±}m given by the integral
{Ψj,±}m(x, ) = e
−(m1−m2+(−1)j)tλ
x(x− )
∫ x
xi,±
e(m1−m2+(−1)
j)tλ{Fj,±}mdx, (73)
where {Fj,±}m is the right side of (71),
tλ(x, ) =
−
λ(0)
 log x+ (
λ(0)
 + λ
(1)) log(x− ), for  6= 0,
−λ(0)x + λ(1) log x, for  = 0,
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is a branch of the rectifying coordinate for the vector field
x(x− )
λ(x, )
∂x = ∂tλ ,
on X±(), and the integration follows a real trajectory of the vector field (23) in X±()
from a point
x∗ =
{
x1,±, if m1 −m2 + (−1)j > 0,
x2,±, if m1 −m2 + (−1)j < 0,
xi,± is as in(25),
to x, along which the integral is well defined.
Note that the convergence of the constructed formal transformation Φ± is equivalent
to the convergence of Ψ± (68). We prove the convergence of the latter series using
Lemma 38. For this we need to estimate the norms of (72) and (73).
Lemma 40. Let {Ψj,±}m be given by (73). Then
‖{Ψj,±}m‖ ≤ c?m1−m2+(−1)j ‖{Fj,±}m‖,
for some c? > 0 independent of m.
Proof. Let τk(x, ) = ktλ(x, ) + log(x(x − )). If k = m1 −m2 + (−1)j 6= 0, then for
 small enough the integrating path can be deformed so that it corresponds to a ray
τk(ξ, ) ∈ τk(x, )− eiω± [0,+∞[, with ω± as in (24). We have dτkdx (x, ) = kλ(x,)+2x−x(x−) .
Hence
‖{Ψj,±}m‖ ≤ 1
cosω±
∥∥∥∥ {Fj,±}m(x, )kλ(x, ) + 2x− 
∥∥∥∥ ,
with cosω± > sin η > 0, η as in (24).
Therefore
• for m = (n, n) + ej :
‖{Ψj,±}(n,n)+ej‖ ≤ c‖{Gj,±}(n,n)+ej‖,
• for a multi-index m with m1−m2 + (−1)j 6= 0:
‖{Ψj,±}m‖ ≤ c
(‖{α∗±Ψj,±}m‖+ ‖{K± · (vj + Ψj,±,∆)}m‖+ ‖{Gj,±}m‖) ,
for some c > 0.
Therefore
Ψj,± ≺ c α∗±Ψj,± + cK± · (vj + Ψj,±) + cGj,±
≺ 2c (χ∗ ◦ Φ±) ·Ψj,± + c k± · (vj + Ψj,±) + c f j,± ◦ Φ± =: Rj,±(v + Ψ±,∆,Ψ±,?)
≺ Rj,±(v + Ψ±, v + Ψ±),
where K± = K±(v + Ψ±,∆,Ψ±,?), k± = K±(v + Ψ±,∆,Ψ±,?), and Rj,±(w1, w2) =
O(|w|2), and we can conclude with Lemma 38.
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7.3 Step 3: Final reduction and transverse symplecticity of the
transformation
Suppose that the system is in the form (66), and write
α±(h, x, ) = χ˜±(h, x, ) + x(x− )β±(h, x, ), χ˜±(h, x, ) = χ˜(0)± (h, ) + xχ˜(1)± (h, ).
Then the transformation v = e
∫ x
0
β±dx
(
1 0
0 −1
)
u will bring it to the normal form with
formal invariant χ˜±.
Let us show that the transformation y = Ψ±(u, x, ) obtained as a composition of
the transformations of Steps 1-3 is transversely symplectic and therefore χ˜± = χ.
Let u±(x, ; c) be a germ of a general solution of the normal form system with the
formal invariant equal to χ˜±, depending on an initial condition parameter c = (c1, c2) ∈
(C2, 0), det(Dcu±) 6= 0, and let y±(x, ; c) = Ψ±(u±(x, ; c), x, ) be the corresponding
solution germ of the system (1). Then Dcy± = DuΨ± · Dcu± satisfies the linearized
system
x(x− )dDcy±
dx
= JD2yH ·Dcy±,
and by the Liouville-Ostrogradskii formula
x(x− ) d
dx
det(Dcy±) = tr(JD2yH) · det(Dcy±),
but tr(JD2yH) = 0, i.e. det(Dcy±) = det(DuΨ±)·det(Dcu±) is constant in x. Similarly,
det(Dcu±) is constant in x. Therefore det(DuΨ±(u, x, )) is also constant in x, and equal
to det(DuΨ±(u, 0, )) = 1 since Ψ±(u, 0, ) = u.
This terminates the proof of Theorem 14.
7.4 Proof of Proposition 9
We will construct a formal symplectic change of coordinate Φ = Φ(h, ui), written as
a formal power series in h and ui, such that G = H ◦ Φ. The transformation Φ is
constructed recursively as a formal limit
Φ = lim
k→+∞
Φk,1, Φk+1,1 = lim
l→+∞
Φk,l, Φ0,1 = id, H ◦ Φk,l = G+O(hkuli).
At each step (k, l), k ≥ 0, l ≥ 1, we want to get rid of the power hkuli in H ◦ Φk,l. We
construct Φk,l+1 = Φk,l ◦ Φ1fk,lXhkul
i
as a composition of Φk,l with the time-1 flow of a
Hamiltonian vector field fk,lXhkuli = −(−1)ifk,lhk−1uli[kui∂ui − (k + l)uj∂uj ] for some
fk,l ∈ C. The flow sends both h and ui to functions of (h, ui),
Φ1fk,lXhkul
i
: ui 7→ ui +O(hk−1ul+1i ), h 7→ h+ (−1)ilfk,lhkuli +O(h2k−1u2li ),
where the terms O(h2k−1u2li ) are null if k = 0. If H ◦Φk,l = G+Hk,lhkuli +O(hkul+1i )
for some Hk,l ∈ C, then we want
(G+Hk,lh
kuli) ◦ Φ1fk,lXhkul
i
−G(h) = O(hkul+1i ),
Hk,lh
kuli + λ · (−1)ilfk,lhkuli = O(hkul+1i ),
fk,l = −(−1)i Hk,lλl .
Now that we have constructed the formal symplectic transformation Φ, we can con-
clude by the following Proposition.
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Proposition 41. Let H, H˜ : (C2, 0) → (C, 0) be two germs with a non-degenerate
critical point at 0, and let ω, ω˜ be germs of symplectic forms. Then the two pairs (H,ω),
(H˜, ω˜) are analytically equivalent if and only if they are formally equivalent.
Proof. By Theorem 4, the Birkhoff-Siegel normal form is, up to the involution (13), a
complete analytic invariant for each pair. Therefore it is enough to show that it is also a
formal invariant. This can be seen from the invariance of a formalization of the formula
(15) of Section 2.2.1.
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